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ABSTRACT
Surveys have shown that up to one tenth of all ultracool dwarfs (UCDs) are appreciable radio
emitters, with their emission attributed to a combination of gyrosynchrotron radiation and the electron
cyclotron maser instability (ECMI). 2M J0746+2000AB is a close stellar binary comprised of an L0
and L1.5 dwarf that was previously identified as a source of 5 GHz radio emission. We used very-long-
baseline interferometry (VLBI) to precisely track the radio emission over seven epochs in 2010–2017,
and found both components to be radio emitters—the first such system identified—with the secondary
component as the dominant source of emission in all epochs. The previously identified 2.07 h periodic
bursts were confirmed to originate from the secondary component, although an isolated burst was also
identified from the primary component. We additionally fitted the VLBI absolute astrometric positions
jointly with existing relative orbital astrometry derived from optical/IR observations with Markov-
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to determine the orbital parameters of the two components. We
found the masses of the primary and secondary optical components to be 0.0795 ± 0.0003 M and
0.0756± 0.0003 M, respectively, representing the most precise mass estimates of any UCDs to date.
Finally, we place a 3σ upper limit of 0.9 Mjup au on the mass and separation of planets orbiting either
of the two components.
Keywords: astrometry — binaries: close — stars: activity — stars: low-mass — techniques: high
angular resolution — techniques: interferometric
1. INTRODUCTION
At the bottom of the stellar mass distribution sit the
ultracool dwarfs (UCDs), a class of stellar and substellar
objects typically defined by a spectral type of M7 or later
(Kirkpatrick et al. 1997). Their evolutionary pathways
are largely set by their initial mass, with those above a
minimum stellar mass threshold of ∼0.07 M entering
the main sequence as stable hydrogen-burning stars, and
those below the threshold becoming deuterium-burning
brown dwarfs, which more rapidly fade and cool af-
ter radiating away their formation energy (e.g., Kumar
1963; Hayashi & Nakano 1963; Saumon & Marley 2008;
Baraffe et al. 2015; Dupuy & Liu 2017).
Corresponding author: Qicheng Zhang
qicheng@cometary.org
Evolutionary models have been developed to describe
both low mass stars and brown dwarfs, and can be tested
and refined through observation of nearby objects (e.g.,
Burrows et al. 1997; Chabrier et al. 2000; Saumon &
Marley 2008). A near degeneracy in the the evolution-
ary tracks of UCDs hinders constraints on their mass or
age from their temperature and luminosity, as is typi-
cally possible with more massive stars. Mass-luminosity-
metallicity relationships have been developed for UCDs
(e.g., Mann et al. 2019), but are calibrated by a limited
number of sources with well-constrained masses, which,
unlike luminosity and metallicity, cannot be readily mea-
sured for isolated objects.
Close binary systems are well-suited as model calibra-
tors due to their measurable orbits which provide their
dynamical masses, and their presumed co-evolution
which eliminates age as a confounding factor between
the components. 2M J0746+2000 is a nearby spectral
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class L source cataloged by the Two Micron All Sky Sur-
vey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) that was resolved to
be a close binary system comprised of an L0 primary
component (2M J0746+2000A) and an L1.5 secondary
component (2M J0746+2000B) by a Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST ) survey of L dwarfs (Reid et al. 2001). Bouy
et al. (2004) provided additional relative astrometric ob-
servations, extending the observational baseline to four
years, and found, through model fitting of the relative
orbit, a system mass of 0.146+0.016−0.006 M (2σ bounds)—
the first dynamical mass measurement of an L dwarf sys-
tem. Konopacky et al. (2010) further extended the base-
line to eight years with relative astrometry from HST
and ground-based adaptive optics imagery, and found a
system mass of 0.151± 0.003 M.
The actual individual masses of the components, how-
ever, require the absolute orbits in an inertial frame,
which can be established through radial velocity mea-
surements or absolute astrometry. Konopacky et al.
(2010) performed radial velocity observations of the two
components, but were prevented from meaningfully con-
straining the relative masses by the low precision of the
measured velocities, especially as they sampled a portion
of the orbit with low relative radial velocities. Absolute
astrometry of resolved optical/IR imagery, meanwhile, is
hindered by the limited availability of fixed, extragalac-
tic reference sources ideally used to anchor astrometry
to an inertial frame, due the relatively restrictive field
of view provided by adaptive optics, and to a lesser ex-
tent, HST. Calibration to faint field stars can introduce
significant systematic errors, particularly if only a small
number are available, although the recent availability of
high precision field star astrometry (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2018) substantially mitigates these errors when at
least a few such field stars are available, as is typically
true for HST imagery (e.g., Bedin & Fontanive 2018).
Adaptive optics, on the other hand, may not provide
any calibrated field stars. As one workaround, Cardoso
(2012) used point spread function (PSF) fitting of un-
resolved wide field images with large numbers of well-
calibrated field stars, informed by higher precision rela-
tive astrometry provided by adaptive optics, to precisely
constrain the absolute orbit and individual masses of
the T dwarf binary ε Indi B, which were were later re-
fined by similar methods (e.g., Dieterich et al. 2018).
Harris et al. (2015) and Dupuy & Liu (2017) later ap-
plied an equivalent method to 2M J0746+2000AB, fit-
ting the absolute motion of the system’s photocenter in
wide field imagery jointly with higher precision relative
astrometry. The latter paper found individual masses
of 0.0787+0.0013−0.0014 M and 0.0749 ± 0.0013 M for 2M
J0746+2000A and B, respectively—far superior to the
precision possible with radial velocity measurements.
Uncertainties were now constrained at this point by the
relative optical variability of the components, systematic
biases in proper motion and parallax of the field stars,
and the comparatively poor resolution of the wide field
imagery that requires a large number of observations to
overcome.
By happenstance, the 2M J0746+2000 system is also
one of a small fraction (∼10%; Route & Wolszczan 2016;
Pineda et al. 2017) of ultracool dwarfs detected in ra-
dio surveys to date (Antonova et al. 2008; Berger et al.
2009). Radio emission has been detected from objects
extending down to spectral type ∼T6.5 (Route & Wol-
szczan 2012), including from an object with a possible
mass of just ∼13 MJup (Gagne´ et al. 2017; Kao et al.
2018). All members of the radio-detected sample have
been found to be sources of both quiescent radio emis-
sion, typically attributed to gyrosynchrotron emission
(Berger 2002), and sources of periodic pulsed radio emis-
sion, consistent with that expected from electron cy-
clotron maser instability (ECMI; Hallinan et al. 2007,
2008). The latter is a likely manifestation of auroral cur-
rents in a large-scale magnetosphere, and can be accom-
panied by optical and Balmer line periodic variability
(Hallinan et al. 2015). The exact electrodynamic engine
powering auroral activity in a small fraction of ultracool
dwarfs, all of which are rapid rotators, remains uncer-
tain. Possibilities include an orbiting exoplanet (Halli-
nan et al. 2015; Pineda et al. 2017), analogous to the role
played by Io in a component of the Jovian decametric
emission (Zarka 1998) or a breakdown of co-rotation of
plasma in the middle magnetosphere, analogous to the
role Iogenic plasma plays in generating the main Jovian
aurora oval (Schrijver 2009; Nichols et al. 2012).
2M J0746+2000 presents a particularly curious case.
It was detected initially as a radio source by Antonova
et al. (2008) and subsequently confirmed to be a puls-
ing source by Berger et al. (2009). Berger et al. (2009)
also observed periodic Hα emission from the combined
system with the same 2.07 h period seen in the radio.
Using spatially unresolved archival v sin i measurements
of the binary, and assuming the rotation axis to be or-
thogonal to the orbital plane, Berger et al. (2009) at-
tributed the 2.07 h period to 2M J0746+2000A’s ro-
tation and argued that its radius must therefore be
∼30% smaller than expected from theoretical mod-
els. However, individual v sin i measurements of each
component (Konopacky et al. 2012) together with the
3.3 h period measured from spatially unresolved broad-
band optical photometry—attributed to the rotation pe-
riod of the non-radio component—later established that
2M J0746+2000B is likely the dominant radio-emitting
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source, and that the radii of both components are there-
fore consistent with theoretical expectations (Harding
et al. 2013a). The fact that the secondary appears to
produce both radio emission and Hα emission, as im-
plied by the shared 2.07 h period, while the primary
is dominates the broadband optical variability, is un-
expected. Harding et al. (2013b) showed that most
radio-detected ultracool dwarfs produce periodic opti-
cal variability—attributed to auroral activity—similar
to that responsible for periodic pulsing radio emis-
sion and periodic Hα emission (Hallinan et al. 2015).
However, the non-radio emitting component in the 2M
J0746+2000 system was the one detected as the domi-
nant source of optical variability. One possibility is that
the optical variability of the non-radio emitting compo-
nent is due to inhomogeneities in its atmosphere, as has
been observed for a sample of L and T dwarfs (Bailer-
Jones & Mundt 2001; Gelino et al. 2002; Maiti et al.
2005; Littlefair et al. 2008; Harding et al. 2013a). Hard-
ing et al. (2013b) suggested that the non-radio emitting
component (likely 2M J0746+2000A) may also be a ra-
dio emitter, albeit at lower flux densities than detectable
to date.
Importantly, the radio emission enables the use of
very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI) to precisely
pinpoint the emission source relative to extragalactic
references sources that are, for all practical purposes,
fixed in inertial reference frames. VLBI can isolate the
emission to individual components of the binary, and
trace their absolute motion in the sky with extremely
high precision. Dupuy et al. (2016) previously employed
such a method to obtain absolute astrometry, and subse-
quently constrain the orbits and individual masses of the
pre-main sequence LSPM J1314+1320AB system whose
secondary component was found to be radio-emitting.
2M J0746+2000AB presents an opportunity to simi-
larly investigate an older system with components much
closer to the minimum stellar mass threshold. In this
manuscript, we present 5 GHz VLBI observations of
2M J0746+2000AB from seven epochs spanning seven
years. We locate and discuss the properties of sources
of emission matching the expected motion of the two
components. We then jointly fit their positions together
with previously published relative astrometry reduced
by Dupuy & Liu (2017) and Bouy et al. (2004) to tightly
constrain the absolute motion of 2M J0746+2000A and
B and determine their individual dynamical masses. We
discuss our observations in the context of earlier obser-
vations, and establish limits on the presence of planets
in the system set by the astrometric residuals.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Radio observations were conducted of 2M
J0746+2000AB with the Very Long Baseline Array
(VLBA) and the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) over
seven epochs in 2010–2017, as summarized in Table 1.
The first epoch (labeled “GH009A”) also incorporates
concurrent observations by stations in the European
VLBI Network (EVN). The data quality for this partic-
ular epoch was poor, and the corresponding astrometry
was downweighted by a procedure elaborated in sec-
tion 4. Due to a recently uncovered long-term problem
with phase coherence for GBT, all visibilities involv-
ing the dish were flagged for all epochs, significantly
reducing the sensitivity relative to original projections.
The sensitivity was still sufficient for the primary goal
of dynamical mass measurement and the investigation
of radio emission from both components. The loss in
sensitivity, however, did hinder measurement of the
relative position of left and right circularly polarized
pulses of radio emission within the magnetosphere of
2M J0746+2000B and the investigation of planetary
bodies within the binary system.
Each epoch spans a 5 h period and covers a series
of rapid-switching phase-referencing observations alter-
nating between 4 min on the 2M J0746+2000 field and
1 min on the reference source, J0750+1823, ∼2◦ away.
Eight C band spectral channels were used, covering the
frequency range 4.85–5.11 GHz in dual polarization.
Additionally, a compact extragalactic radio source
was identified north of 2M J0746+2000AB at
International Celestial Reference System (ICRS)
R.A. 07h46m42s.982532 ± 0s.000006 and decl.
+20◦00′37′′.982532 ± 0′′.00009 within the primary beam
when targeting 2M J0746+2000. A secondary phase
center was requested to correlate the in-beam source in
the BH181A–F epochs to correct phase offsets associ-
ated with the calibration. However, due to correlator
technical issues beyond our control, this data was only
collected for BH181B, BH181E, and BH181F, so the
in-beam source is unavailable for the other four epochs.
The raw visibility data was initially calibrated with
the Astronomical Image Processing System (aips) soft-
ware package (Greisen 1990). The calibrated visibili-
ties were subsequently imaged and deconvolved with the
clean utility in the Common Astronomy Software Ap-
plications (casa) package (Jaeger 2008).
3. RADIO EMISSION PROPERTIES
Only a single clear source was initially identified near
the predicted optical/IR position of the 2M J0746+2000
system in images of each of the epochs. The motion of
this source is consistent with the optical/IR motion of
the B component providing the first direction confirma-
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Table 1. Epochs considered in this analysis, and the stations contributing to each epoch
Epoch Time (UT) Time On Target (h) Antennasa
GH009A 2010 Mar 21 21:12–22 01:58 2.73 VLBA–HN–MK+EF+MC+NT+WB+GB
BH181A 2013 Feb 5 01:35–06:24 3.12 VLBA–SC
BH181B 2013 Sep 20 10:50–15:41 3.27 VLBA
BH181C 2015 Aug 28 12:23–17:09 3.44 VLBA–SC
BH181D 2016 Feb 23 00:08–04:56 3.23 VLBA
BH181E 2016 Aug 28 12:08–16:53 3.38 VLBA–PT–SC
BH181F 2017 Feb 21 00:08–04:54 3.29 VLBA
aStation codes (“–” prefixes the codes of excluded VLBA stations and “+” prefixes stations not part of the
10-station VLBA): SC=St. Croix, HN=Hancock, MK=Mauna Kea (VLBA); EF=Effelsberg,
MC=Medicina, NT=Noto, WB=Westerbork (EVN); GB=Green Bank
GH009A
2010 Mar 21
BH181A
2013 Feb 5
BH181B
2013 Sep 20
BH181C
2015 Aug 28
BH181D
2016 Feb 23
BH181E
2016 Aug 28
BH181F
2017 Feb 21 mean
A
B
19.2 mas N
Figure 1. Images of 5 GHz Stokes I emission from 2M J0746+2000A (top row) and B (bottom row), and the mean stacks over
all epochs (right). Ellipses indicate the shape and size of the beam at each epoch.
tion of this component as the main contributor of radio
emission from the binary, and confirming the conclu-
sions reached by Konopacky et al. (2012) and Harding
et al. (2013a).
The corresponding position of the A component at
each epoch was then identified using the previously pub-
lished relative orbits. Figure 1 presents images centered
on the expected A component positions and correspond-
ing B component sources, showing a weak but clear sig-
nal at the expected A component position in all but the
first two epochs. Neither source is clearly distinguish-
able from a point source in any of the images.
Lomb–Scargle periodograms (Lomb 1976; Scargle
1982) were used to analyze periodicity in the radio emis-
sion of both radio sources. Figure 2 shows periodograms
computed from the flux at 2 s intervals at the best fit po-
sitions across all epochs where each source was detected.
The 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ false alarm probability levels, con-
servatively estimated by the method of Baluev (2008),
are included for reference, and represent the likelihood
the maximum power exceeds these levels if the data se-
ries were normally distributed.
The rotation period of the A component was previ-
ously attributed to a rotation period of 3.32 ± 0.15 h
by Harding et al. (2013a), therefore leading to the con-
clusion that the 2.072 ± 0.002 h radio bursts found by
Berger et al. (2009) originate from the B component.
The periodograms are consistent with this conclusion,
and show a >3σ peak near a 2 h period from the B
source and a weak peak at 3 h from the A source at just
over the 1σ false alarm probability level. Additionally,
both sources show higher order harmonics at reciprocal
integer fractions of their respective periods, reflecting
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Table 2. ICRF R.A. (α) and decl. (δ) of the two radio sources, their uncertainties, the covariance of the uncertainties,
and the mean Stokes I flux (or 3σ bound, for non-detections) at every epoch
Epoch Component α (07:46:XX) σα cos δ (mas) δ (+20:00:XX) σδ (mas) cov (mas
2) Flux (mJy)
GH009Aab A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · <0.042
B 42.2276733 0.160 31.330407 0.382 −0.0280 0.119± 0.026
BH181Ab A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · <0.053
B 42.1629606 0.167 31.219139 0.381 −0.0195 0.161± 0.027
BH181Bc A 42.1491173 0.154 31.347589 0.354 +0.0293 0.078± 0.017
B 42.1553189 0.121 31.200961 0.241 +0.0118 0.131± 0.017
BH181Cb A 42.0988160 0.202 31.120543 0.591 −0.0583 0.077± 0.020
B 42.1025746 0.158 31.231021 0.328 −0.0156 0.127± 0.017
BH181Db A 42.0813946 0.183 31.104002 0.447 +0.0247 0.059± 0.016
B 42.0801643 0.149 31.224959 0.244 +0.0055 0.124± 0.016
BH181Ec A 42.0777828 0.167 31.073825 0.628 −0.0666 0.076± 0.022d
B 42.0715563 0.174 31.167184 0.667 −0.0753 0.084± 0.026d
BH181Fc A 42.0599523 0.171 31.082929 0.462 +0.0368 0.071± 0.022
B 42.0499620 0.109 31.135131 0.219 +0.0069 0.166± 0.021
aEpoch downweighted in orbital fit as potential outlier due to suspect calibration
bPositional uncertainties include a symmetric 0.19 mas (0.13 mas in α cos δ and δ) phase calibration uncertainty
cPositions corrected with in-beam reference source, but stated uncertainties include a symmetric 0.13 mas (0.09 mas in
α cos δ and δ) systematic uncertainty in in-beam source position
dMay be underestimated due to suspect calibration in several bands distributing flux into one or more secondary peaks.
the non-sinusoidal variation in the radio emission, such
as from bursts.
As the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the period data
is much lower than that of Harding et al. (2013a) and
Berger et al. (2009), we cannot further constrain the
rotation periods of the components to better precision,
and so do not attempt to rigorously model the periodic-
ity. However, we can very crudely estimate the periods
and their uncertainties as the simple mean and standard
deviation of the period derived from the three strongest
harmonics of each source (first, fourth, and fifth for A;
first, second and third for B), and find 3.2 ± 0.2 h and
2.1± 0.1 h for the A and B sources, respectively, which
is consistent with the published values.
In contrast to the observations of Berger et al. (2009),
no bursts exceeding 10 mJy were detected in any of the
seven epochs. This high degree of variability of the lu-
minosity of the periodic pulsed emission has been previ-
ously reported for radio detected ultracool dwarfs (Hal-
linan et al. 2007). Weaker ∼1 mJy bursts, however, were
observed from the B source in all epochs, and generally
recurred with a similar 2.1 h period. Figure 3 shows two
such bursts in the light curve of the B source over the
BH181F epoch, with the first being the strongest burst
observed across all epochs. Unlike the 100% circularly
polarized bursts observed by Berger et al. (2009), this
burst appears to be unpolarized for at least part of the
burst. This effect can be explained by two overlapping
bursts of opposite polarization, with the left polarized
(Stokes V < 0) component lagging the stronger right
polarized (V > 0) component by several minutes. Sim-
ilar behavior was previously observed from this system
by Lynch et al. (2015).
Additionally, a single 0.5 mJy right polarized burst
was observed from the A source in the BH181B epoch.
A light curve of this event, together with images created
at the indicated times, are presented in Figure 4. Sim-
ilar images made from the data 3.0–3.5 h earlier in the
same epoch—one A component rotation period earlier—
revealed no clear signal, and no additional bursts were
discerned in any of the other epochs.
3.1. Implications of Radio Emission from Both
Components
2M J0746+2000AB is now only the second radio emit-
ting UCD binary system investigated with VLBI, af-
ter the M7 binary LSPM J1314+1240AB (Dupuy et al.
2016), and is the first identified to have two radio emit-
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A     
1σ
2σ
3σ
3.32 ± 0.15 h
1 2 3 4 5
Period (h)
B     1σ2σ
3σ
2.07 h
Figure 2. Lomb–Scargle periodograms of the 5 GHz Stokes
I flux from the A (top) and B (bottom) sources over the
epochs where emission was detected from each component.
Horizontal lines mark the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ false alarm proba-
bility levels estimated by the method of Baluev (2008), while
vertical bars mark the rotation periods previously measured
by Harding et al. (2013a) and Berger et al. (2009) for A and
B, respectively. Note the presence of higher order harmonics,
indicative of non-sinusoidal flux variation, as expected given
the presence of bursts.
ting components. Our observed C band luminosities for
both 2M J0746+2000A and B is comparable to that
observed from the other radio-emitting L dwarfs, and
higher than that observed from T dwarfs (Pineda et al.
2017), and the radio emission from both components
would individually have been detected by surveys had
they been spatially separated. Only ∼10% of surveyed
UCDs have been detected as radio emitters (Route &
Wolszczan 2016). If the presence or absence of radio
emission were independent between binary components,
the probability that at least one of the two observed
systems would have two radio emitters would only be
∼20%. While not statistically significant by typical
thresholds, this result motivates speculation on the pos-
sible correlation of radio emission presence between the
individual components of multiple UCD systems.
In assessing such a correlation, we note that in each
of the two observed systems, the binary components are
similar in mass and can be reasonably assumed to have
formed at the same time. The absence of a sample of
objects with known mass or age prevents a robust as-
sessment of a correlation between these properties and
the presence of radio emission. However, a correlation
has been shown with v sin i (McLean et al. 2012), with
evidence for a sharp rise in the detection fraction at
v sin i > 40 km s−1 (Pineda et al. 2017), correspond-
ing to a 3.1 h rotation period for inclinations close to
90◦. We note an additional bias towards detection for
inclinations significantly larger than 0◦ (Pineda et al.
2017). We further note that both components of 2M
J0746+2000 are rapid rotators, with rotation periods of
∼3.3 h and 2.07 h, for the A and B components, respec-
tively, while the rotation axes of both components are
aligned to within 10◦ of the orbital pole, as consistent
with many binary formation pathways (Harding et al.
2013a).
The detection of both components is therefore not sur-
prising, given the increased detection fraction for rapid
rotators. Under the assumption of coevality and forma-
tion via fragmentation of a molecular cloud core, similar
mass components in a tight binary are expected to have
similar rotational velocities, with rotation axes approx-
imately aligned with the rotation axis of the cloud core
(Batel 1997). Konopacky et al. (2012) showed that a
number of UCD binaries, including 2M J0746+2000AB,
have somewhat discrepant rotational velocities, with the
secondary rotating somewhat faster than the primary.
Nonetheless, there remains a strong correlation between
the rotation rates of binary components. VLBI inves-
tigation of the components of the remaining confirmed
radio emitting UCD binaries LP 349-25 (Phan-Bao et al.
2007) and 2M J1315-2649 (Burgasser et al. 2012) is
therefore warranted, with the optical light curve of the
former suggesting possible radio emission contribution
from both of its components (Harding et al. 2013a).
Finally, we note that magnetic field interaction be-
tween the binary components is unlikely to be responsi-
ble for the observed radiation. A 5 GHz gyrofrequency,
as observed with 2M J0746+2000AB, occurs in a mag-
netic field strength of ∼2 kG. We can then model the
system as a pair of dipole magnetic fields, scaled from an
optimistic ∼10 kG surface field at a radius of ∼1 RJup,
with electrons supplied by an interstellar medium with
electron density ∼1 cm−3. Using the plasma interaction
model of Zarka (2007), the flux radiated by electrons
accelerated by the pair’s interacting dipolar magnetic
fields would be ∼1 nJy on Earth—far below that of the
observed signal and the detection threshold.
4. ORBITAL FITTING
The position of both radio sources were astrometri-
cally fitted in the integrated image of each epoch in
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Figure 3. Stokes I and V light curves of 2M J0746+2000B in the BH181F epoch showing two bursts at 01:34 and 03:38 (top),
with an inset of the 01:34 burst (shaded region) imaged at the bolded point (bottom). An animation of the burst inset that
cycles through images corresponding to all points on the inset light curve is provided as the ancillary file BH181FB burst.webm.
which they are detected. Fitting was performed with
a 2D Gaussian function with dimensions and orienta-
tion matching that of the restoring beam determined by
casa. Fit uncertainties were estimated using the corre-
lated noise formulas Condon (1997) as applied by casa’s
imfit utility.
The positions of the in-beam source was similarly de-
termined in the three epochs for which it was avail-
able. Subtracting the fit uncertainty from the root
mean square (rms) variation of the fitted positions in
quadrature leaves an estimated phase calibration error
of σcal = 0.19 mas, treated as symmetric in R.A. and
decl. This σcal was then added in quadrature to the
fit uncertainties of the target radio sources for the four
epochs where the in-beam source is not available.
The position of the in-beam source is taken to be the
mean of the three fitted positions, with an assumed sym-
metric uncertainty 0.13 mas derived from the rms. The
displacement of the in-beam source position from the
mean at each of the three epochs—attributed to an off-
set error of the phase calibration at 2M J0746+2000—
was added to the corresponding fitted target source po-
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Table 3. Burst and ex-bursta astrometry used for orbital fit in place of corresponding full epoch astrometry (Table 2)
Time (UT) Polarization α (07:46:XX) σα cos δ (mas) δ (+20:00:XX) σδ (mas) cov (mas
2) Flux (mJy)
A component burst in BH181B (Figure 4)
2013 Sep 20 14:36–14:39 RR 42.1491356 0.153 31.347923 0.354 +0.0115 0.96± 0.19
10:50–15:41a I 42.1491155 0.157 31.347490 0.372 +0.0314 0.071± 0.012
B component burst in BH181F (Figure 3)
2017 Feb 21 01:33–01:37 LL 42.0499569 0.208 31.135461 0.274 +0.0292 1.85± 0.23
01:31–01:35 RR 42.0499620 0.195 31.134938 0.246 +0.0221 2.46± 0.27
00:08–04:54a I 42.0499637 0.115 31.135117 0.249 +0.0095 0.128± 0.014
aex-burst: full epoch, excluding data included in burst astrometry
⊢     19.2 mas    ⊣
Figure 4. Stokes I and V light curves of a polarized burst
from 2M J0746+2000A in the BH181A epoch, with Stokes I
images from before, during, and after the burst correspond-
ing to the indicated points.
sition, with the in-beam position uncertainty added in
quadrature. The in-beam uncertainty also introduces
a covariance between in-beam corrected positions equal
to the square of the in-beam uncertainty, 0.017 mas2.
This correlation does not appreciably affect the final so-
lution as the covariance is dwarfed by the square of the
R.A. and decl. uncertainties added in quadrature, so
is excluded for computational simplicity. The final cor-
rected positions and uncertainties of the components in
all seven epochs with respect to the International Celes-
tial Reference Frame (ICRF) are given in Table 2.
Additionally, the dominant A component burst in the
BH181B epoch and B component burst in BH181F each
peak at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) comparable to the
SNR of the source integrated over the full epoch, so as-
trometric positions can be measured for each burst indi-
vidually to a precision comparable with that measured
for the full epoch. As the bursts are polarized, SNR
and thus astrometric precision are further improved by
separately fitting the RR and LL signal. A physical sep-
aration of two polarized components of each burst on the
order of the stellar radii (∼40 µas) may theoretically be
present, reflecting the separation of emission from the
two magnetic poles. We neglect this physical separation
in our analysis as its scale is far below the resolution of
our astrometry.
Finally, the bursts contribute a minute fraction of the
total flux recorded for the respective sources and epochs.
We can therefore create a copy of the full epoch data
with the bursts removed and measure an additional “ex-
burst” position, which will have a precision only slight
worse than that obtained with the full epoch. Errors
in the burst and ex-burst positions are correlated by
the 0.13 mas uncertainty of the in-beam source posi-
tion used to calibrate the astrometry of BH181B and
BH181F, which is similar to the correlation between the
corresponding full epoch astrometry and handled in an
identical manner. The in-beam source corrected burst
and ex-burst astrometry are given in Table 3, and used
in place of the full epoch BH181B A component and
BH181F B component positions Table 2 for the orbit
fitting procedure that follows.
4.1. Model Fitting
We constructed a two-body model of 2M
J0746+2000A and B as gravitational point sources, with
the system barycenter moving linearly with respect to
the solar system. The model takes the six Keplerian
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Table 4. Previously published optical/IR astrometry of 2M
J0746+2000B relative to A used for orbital fit
Time (UT) Separation (mas) Pos. Angle (◦) Ref.
2000 Apr 15.34 217.8± 2.9 168.8± 0.5 (1)
2002 Feb 7.41 121± 8 86± 4 (2)
2002 Oct 21.97 121.78± 0.10 33.80± 0.28 (1)
2003 Mar 22.06 123.5± 2.1 4.6± 1.0 (2)
2003 Dec 4.64 126.5± 1.8 317.9± 0.7 (2)
2004 Jan 9.79 134.5± 3.0 311.1± 1.2 (2)
2007 Dec 1.62 334.13± 0.19 223.64± 0.02a (1)
2007 Dec 1.63 334.1± 0.5 223.59± 0.06a (1)
2008 Dec 18.48 351.09± 0.29 214.50± 0.20a (1)
2008 Dec 18.50 347.97± 0.15 205.95± 0.02a (1)
References—(1) Dupuy & Liu (2017); (2) Bouy et al. (2004)
aOffset from published values by −0◦.50, with a recently cor-
rected implementation of the Yelda et al. (2010) NIRC2 cal-
ibration (Bowler et al. 2018).
−300−200−1000100200
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−100
0
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δ B
−δ
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ma
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GH009A
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BH181B
BH181C BH181D BH181E
BH181F
optical/IR
VLBI
−4
−3
−2
−1
0
1
2
(au
)
−2 −1 0 1 2 3
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Figure 5. Orbit of 2M J0746+2000B relative to A in R.A.
((αB−αA) cos δ) and decl. (δB−δA), with the predicted posi-
tions at each of the seven VLBI epochs (labeled solid circles)
and at the epochs of the previously published optical/IR ob-
servations in Table 4 (open circles). Note that circle sizes do
not carry physical meaning; the VLBI measurements are too
precise for their uncertainties to be illustrated at this scale.
orbital elements, the component mass ratio (A/B), as
well as the position and proper motion of the system
barycenter, and generates predictions for the position of
B relative to A at each of the relative astrometry epochs
in Table 4, and for the absolute positions of A and B at
each of the seven VLBI epochs. The relative astrometry
observations used are identical to those used by Dupuy
& Liu (2017) in their joint photocenter analysis, and
similarly excludes one epoch (2003 February 18) from
Bouy et al. (2004) as an outlier, and a second epoch
(2006 November 27) from Konopacky et al. (2010) for
which the imagery was not publicly available for re-
analysis. Orbital coverage by the optical/IR and VLBI
observations is shown in Figure 5.
The model predictions are then compared with the
actual observed values at each epoch to produce a like-
lihood. We consider astrometric uncertainty as nor-
mally distributed for all epochs except GH009A, and
independent between epochs, other than the correlation
between the in-beam corrected observations discussed
earlier. Separation and position angle in the relative as-
trometry observations are treated as independent, while
R.A. and decl. in the VLBI astrometry are treated as
correlated by the computed covariance values.
The GH009A observation is downweighted by model-
ing its astrometric uncertainty as a 2D function whose
radial cross sections are 1D Cauchy functions, with a
1σ error ellipse set by the stated 1σ uncertainties and
covariance. This function was selected to be similar to a
2D normal distribution, should this observation be con-
sistent with the others, while mitigating the observa-
tion’s impact as an outlier otherwise, since the Cauchy
function has much heavier tails and thus penalizes so-
lutions with outliers to a lesser degree than the normal
distribution does.
We additionally note that calibration errors in the
BH181E epoch appear to have redistributed part of
the flux for each of the A and B sources into a sec-
ondary peak offset ∼5 mas east of the measured pri-
mary peak in a subset of bands, likely causing the re-
ported flux in Table 2 to be an underestimate. Unlike
GH009A, BH181E is surrounded by other, better cali-
brated epochs which already tightly constrain the source
positions at BH181E. These surrounding observations
are consistent only with the sources being located at
the primary peaks. We therefore treat the measured
primary peak positions as the properly calibrated source
positions.
We found that an initial fit of the VLBI astrome-
try showed it to be systematically offset by ∼1′′ to
the southwest from the near IR photocenter trajectory
from Dupuy & Liu (2017). As the VLBI astrometry
10 Zhang et al.
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agrees with the J2015.5 position from the Gaia DR2
data archive (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), we be-
lieve the offset to be an error in the absolute astrometric
calibration used by Dupuy & Liu (2017) whose analysis
largely depended only on accurate astrometry relative to
the background stars (T. J. Dupuy, private communica-
tion). We did not include the photocenter astrometry in
our fit, and the observed shift was only used to inform
an initial guess of the best fit parameters.
The emcee package (version 2.2.1; Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) was then used to explore the parameter space
through Markov-chain Monte Carlo sampling. First, the
fit of Dupuy & Liu (2017) was used to locate a best fit
solution maximizing the posterior function. One hun-
dred walkers were then started with initial parameters
concentrated in a tight ball surrounding this best fit
with independent standard deviations one tenth the un-
certainty stated by Dupuy & Liu (2017). The walkers
appeared to reach a steady state after 1000 steps, and
both these first 1000 steps and the following 1000 steps
were discarded to ensure the thoroughness of the burn-
in. The next 100 000 steps were then taken, with the
parameters of every walker at every 100th step recorded
as an MCMC sample, collectively representing the pos-
terior distribution. Priors were selected to be isotropic
in orientation (angles, restricted in range or wrapped
as appropriate), uniform in time (periastron time) and
volume (parallax), and log-uniform for other parameters
bounded only to positive values. Characteristic statis-
tics of this sample are presented for each of the fitted
parameters in Table 5 along with the corresponding pri-
ors. Statistics for several related properties derived from
the fitted parameters are also computed from the sam-
ple and included in the table. Histograms showing all of
these parameters and derived properties are presented
in Figure 6.
With the extensive observation arc provided by the
combined optical/IR and VLBI astrometry, all of the
Keplerian orbital elements are tightly constrained to a
relative precision of ∼0.1% or better. The fitted mass
ratio ξ ≡ MA/MB = 1.052 ± 0.004 confirms that the
primary A component is slightly more massive than the
secondary B component. The total dynamical mass of
2M J0746+2000AB is calculated from these parameters
to be 0.1552 ± 0.0005 M, split between the 0.0795 ±
0.0003 M primary and 0.0756± 0.0003 M secondary.
These fitted values are consistent with the 1σ bounds for
the same properties determined by Dupuy & Liu (2017)
with near IR photocenter astrometry.
4.2. Residuals Analysis
12.7 13.0
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237 242
a (mas)
0.48 0.49e
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Figure 6. Histograms of parameters in Table 5 with
MCMC samples from jointly fitting the relative optical/IR
astrometry in Table 4 and the VLBI astrometry in Ta-
ble 2 (black), and from fitting the VLBI astrometry alone
(gray). Corner plots showing the correlation between pa-
rameters in both sets of data are provided as the ancillary
files corner all.pdf and corner vlbi.pdf.
Astrometric residuals to the fitted two-body model
can indicate or constrain the presence of additional
unseen planets gravitationally perturbing the system.
Forbrich et al. (2016) used the absence of systematic
residuals in the corresponding LSPM 1314+1320AB
data to constrain the size and orbit of planets in that
system. Here, we present a similar analysis for 2M
J0746+2000AB.
Figure 7 compares the VLBI astrometry of 2M
J0746+2000AB against the positions predicted by the
12 Zhang et al.
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Figure 7. VLBI astrometric residuals in R.A. (∆α cos δ) and decl. (∆δ) of the 2M J0746+2000A (upper half) and B (lower
half) relative to the positions predicted by the best fit of the relative and VLBI astrometry. Gray lines connect the residuals
of sequentially ordered observations in the 2D residual plots (left). The first epoch, GH009A, is excluded from this figure as an
outlier with residuals of +1.1 mas in R.A. and −0.5 mas in decl.
best fit solution at the corresponding epochs. The
GH009A observation, which had been downweighted as
a possible outlier, was confirmed to be one by its large
residuals of +1.1 mas in R.A. and −0.5 mas in decl.
The rms of the residuals of the remaining observations is
0.14 mas in the R.A. direction and 0.36 mas in the decl.
direction, which is consistent with the 0.16 ± 0.03 mas
and 0.40+0.10−0.09 mas expected from the formal astrometric
uncertainties. For further validation, a separate orbital
solution was computed with the additional free param-
eters ε1 and ε2 scaling the formal astrometric uncer-
tainties of the VLBI and relative optical/IR astrome-
try, respectively. The fitted factors ε1 = 1.1 ± 0.2 and
ε2 = 0.9 ± 0.2 are, again, consistent with the formal
astrometric uncertainties.
The absence of clear and systematic deviations from
the assumed two-body model constrains the mass and
orbit size of planets orbiting either of the two compo-
nents by the reflex motion a planet would impart on its
parent. For a planet of mass mp orbiting a star of mass
M∗−mp at a distance ap, this reflex motion would have
an amplitude δr = mpap/M∗. The 2D rms of 0.27 mas
places a 3σ bound of δr < 0.01 au on the reflex motion,
corresponding to mpap < 0.9 Mjup au for a planet orbit-
ing either the A or B component. The presence of cir-
cumbinary planets cannot yet be effectively constrained,
and require further VLBI observations to extend the ob-
servation arc beyond one orbital period.
5. CONCLUSIONS
VLBI observations of the L dwarf binary system 2M
J0746+2000AB conducted at seven epochs over 2010–
2017 reveal both components to be radio emitters, with
the B component responsible for the bulk of the emis-
sion at 5 GHz frequency. Circularly polarized burst
emission—a characteristic of the ECMI mechanism—
was observed from both sources, with the 2.07 h peri-
odic bursts identified by Berger et al. (2009) confirmed
to originate from the B component. A weak ∼3 h peri-
odic signal was also detected from the A component, a
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value broadly consistent with the 3.3 h optical periodic-
ity measured by Harding et al. (2013a).
This result marks the first instance of a UCD sys-
tem observed with multiple radio emitting components.
2M J0746+2000AB is, moreover, only the second multi-
ple UCD system probed with VLBI after the M7 binary
LSPM J1314+1320AB, in which Dupuy et al. (2016) ob-
served only a single radio emitter. With <10% of UCDs
being appreciable radio sources, this finding hints at the
possibility of a positive correlation in the presence of ra-
dio emission between the components of a multiple UCD
system. VLBI investigation of additional radio emitting
UCD systems will be necessary to robustly constrain any
such correlation.
Additionally, VLBI astrometry anchors the system’s
relative orbit to an inertial reference frame, enabling a
precise measurement of the mass ratio of the two compo-
nents, and thus, their individual masses. Jointly fitting
the VLBI astrometry with previously published relative
optical/IR astrometry gives masses 0.0795± 0.0003 M
and 0.0756 ± 0.0003 M for the A and B components,
respectively, suggesting that both components likely ex-
ceed the minimum stellar mass threshold. These mea-
surements represent the most precise individual mass
estimates of UCDs to date, which follows from the high
spatial resolution of VLBI imagery together with a com-
bined observation arc extending nearly two decades—
well over an orbital period. Residuals of the best fit
orbital solution are broadly consistent with formal as-
trometric uncertainties, placing a 3σ bound of mpap <
0.9 Mjup au on the mass and semi-major axis of planets
orbiting either component.
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